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Chapter 4 

Verbs Subcategorizing Sentential Complements 

     In light of the definition of finiteness and non-finiteness under the 

GB-framework, the manifestation of which in English can be clearly observed 

through morphology, as illustrated below: 

(112) John loves Mary. 
(113) John loved Mary. 
(114) John tries to love Mary. 
(115) John tries loving Mary. 

The underlined parts in (112) and (113) mark the sentences as finite, while those in 

(114) and (115) mark as non-finite.  

4.1 Parallels between English and Taiwan Mandarin 

     Verbs in English can naturally be divided into two groups in terms of 

sentential complements. One group subcategorizes finite clauses as complement; the 

other subcategorizes non-finite clauses instead. Following Li’s (1985, 1990) 

denomination, the former called the tell-type verbs includes verbs like say, tell, 

discover, know, think, believe. As for the latter, dubbed the persuade-type verbs, 

verbs like plan, prepare, try, attempt, want, persuade, stop are included. Some 

examples are listed below: 

(116) John said/ knows/ thinks/ believes/ told Bob that Mary is smart. 
(117) John plans/ prepares/ tries/ attempts/ wants/ persuaded Bob to go to Taipei. 
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In (116), the finite clauses subcategorized by the tell-type verbs are all marked by 

the complementizer that, possessing the overt subjects licensed by the tensed INFL, 

while the non-finite clauses subcategorized by the persuade-type verbs in (117) are 

all marked by the non-tensed INFL realized as to.  

     Although there is no marker regarding the grammatical information in Taiwan 

Mandarin, corresponding parallels between English and Taiwan Mandarin can also 

be recognized effortlessly yet. The Taiwan Mandarin counterparts of examples 

(116)-(117) are enumerated in (118)-(119): 

(118) 約翰    說/知道/認為/相信/告訴鮑伯                      瑪莉              
Yue1han4 shuo1/zhi1dao4/ren4wei2/xiang1xin4/gao4su4 Bao4bo2 Ma3li4  

     John     said/ knows/ thinks/ believes/ told Bob               Mary 
很  聰明。  
hen3 cong1ming2 
very smart 

     ‘John says/ knows/ thinks/ believes/ told Bob that Mary is smart’ 
 
(119) 約翰    計畫/準備/設法/企圖/想/勸鮑伯                    去  
     Yue1han4 ji4hua4/zhun3bei4/she4fa3/qi4tu2/xiang3/quan4 Bao4bo2 qu4 
     John     plan/ prepare/ try/ attempt/ want/ persuaded Bob   go 

台北。 
     Tai2bei3 
     Taipei 
     ‘John plans/ prepares/ tries/ attempts/ wants/ persuaded Bob to go to Taipei.’ 

The proposition that only finite clauses can contain the feature [+Tense] and overt 

subjects holds not only in English but also in Taiwan Mandarin. On the strength of 

this resemblance, the contention that there also exists the finite vs. non-finite 

distinction in Taiwan Mandarin becomes much more rational and feasible.  
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4.2 Verb Classifications in Taiwan Mandarin 

     In this section, we rudimentarily re-classify verbs subcategorizing sentential 

complements into three groups instead of two: finite-complement (FC) verbs, 

dual-listing (DL) verbs, non-finite-complement (NC) verbs, as shown in figure 4:  

        Examples 
 

Finite-complement 
(FC) verbs 

shuo1 ‘say’, zhi1dao4 ‘know’, jian1chi2 ‘insist’, 
xiang1xin4 ‘believe’, que4ding4 ‘sure’, xiang3 ‘think’, 
ren4wei2 ‘think’, xi1wang4 ‘hope’, huai2yi2 ‘doubt’ 
 

 
 

Dual-listing  
(DL) verbs 

kai1shi3 ‘start’, ke3wang4 ‘desire’, da3suan4 ‘plan’, 
lun2dao4 ‘alternate’, she4fa3 ‘try’, ji4hua4 ‘plan’, 
gao1xing4 ‘happy’, jiao4 ‘order’, zhun3bei4 ‘prepare’,  
bi1 ‘force’, pin1ming4 ‘struggle’, qi4tu2 ‘attempt’, 
quan4 ‘persuade’, qiang2po4 ‘force’, bi1po4 ‘force’, 
po4shi3 ‘force’, qing3 ‘request’, yao1qiu2 ‘ask’,  
dai4biao3 ‘represent’, ming4ling4 ‘order’ 

 
 
 
 
Non-finite-complement 

(NC) verbs 

gan3yu2 ‘dare’, qing3 ‘invite’, shi3 ‘cause’, ling4 ‘make’, 
rang4 ‘let’, pai4 ‘send’, ting2zhi3 ‘stop’, jiao1 ‘teach’,  
xiang3yao4 ‘want’, ju4jue2 ‘refuse’, xi3huan1 ‘like’, 
tao3yan4 ‘hate’, rong2yi4 ‘easy’, nan2 ‘difficult’,  
zhi2de2 ‘worthwhile’, fei4xin1 ‘devoted’, ya1jie3 ‘escort’,
zhuan1xin1 ‘attentive’, shou4chuan2 ‘authorize’, 
sui2bian4 ‘casual’, ning2ke3 ‘prefer’, yin3you4 ‘induce’, 
pei2 ‘accompany’, yin3ling3 ‘lead’, yuan2liang4 ‘forgive’, 
xuan3 ‘choose, elect’, xuan3ze2 ‘select’, dai4ling3 ‘lead’ 
 

Figure 4. Verb classifications in Taiwan Mandarin 

In what follows, we will scrutinize each group of verbs in detail. 

4.2.1 Finite-complement (FC) Verbs 

     Verbs belonging to this group can subcategorize not only finite clauses with 

overt subjects, but also those with covert counterparts left after pro-drop processes. 
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Members of this group include shuo1 ‘say’, zhi1dao4 ‘know’, xiang3 ‘think’, 

jian1chi2 ‘insist’, xiang1xin4 ‘believe’, que4ding4 ‘sure’, ren4wei2 ‘think’, 

xi1wang4 ‘hope’, huai2yi2 ‘doubt’. Some examples are enumerated below: 

(120) 張三 i      說    他 i/j 會  去。 
      Zhang1san1 shuo1 ta1   hui4 qu4 
      Zhangsan  say   he  will go 
     ‘Zhangsan says that he will go.’ 
      
(121) 張三 i      知道    他 i/j 會  去。 
      Zhang1san1 zhi1dao4 ta1  hui4 qu4 
      Zhangsan   know   he   will  go 
     ‘Zhangsan knows that he will go.’ 
 
(122) 張三 i      堅持    他 i/j要     去。 
      Zhang1san1 jian1chi2 ta1  yao4  qu4 
      Zhangsan  insist    he  have-to go 
     ‘Zhangsan insists that he go.’ 
 
(123) 張三 i        相信     他 i/j 會  去。 
      Zhang1san1 xiang1xin4 ta1  hui4 qu4 
      Zhangsan   believe   he   will go 
     ‘Zhangsan believes that he will go.’ 
 
(124) 張三 i      認為    他 i/j 會  去。 
      Zhang1san1 ren4wei2 ta1  hui4 qu4 
      Zhangsan   think   he   will go 
     ‘Zhangsan thinks that he will go.’ 

The embedded overt subject ta1 ‘he’ appearing in (120)-(124) can refer either to the 

matrix subject or to some particular one not mentioned in the sentence; moreover, it 

can also be dropped completely with the meaning intact; that is, each revised 

sentence still has two different interpretations, as illustrated in (125)-(129): 
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(125) 張三      說    會  去。 
      Zhang1san1 shuo1 hui4 qu4 
      Zhangsan  say   will go 
     ‘Zhangsan says that he will go.’ 
 
(126) 張三      知道    會  去。 
      Zhang1san1 zhi1dao4 hui4 qu4 
      Zhangsan   know   will  go 
     ‘Zhangsan knows that he will go.’ 
 
(127) 張三      堅持    要     去。 
      Zhang1san1 jian1chi2 yao4  qu4 
      Zhangsan  insist    have-to go 
     ‘Zhangsan insists that he go.’ 
 
(128) 張三        相信      會  去。 
      Zhang1san1 xiang1xin4  hui4 qu4 
      Zhangsan   believe   will go 
     ‘Zhangsan believes that he will go.’ 
 
(129) 張三      認為    會  去。 
      Zhang1san1 ren4wei2 hui4 qu4 
      Zhangsan   think   will go 
     ‘Zhangsan thinks that he will go.’ 

     Thereby, in addition to the multi-reference of embedded overt subjects, the 

most prominent trademark possessed by the FC verbs will be pointed to the 

large-scale flexibility of omitting embedded overt subjects.  

4.2.2 Dual-listing (DL) Verbs 

     This group, a neonatal one extracted from the so-called persuade-type verbs in 

the literature, has the capability of subcategorizing dual sentential complements, 

namely, finite clauses and non-finite clauses, resembling the two verbs begin and 
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some other verbs like persuade in English.10 Like the two verbs begin, verbs like 

kai1shi3 ‘start’, xi1wang4 ‘hope’, ke3wang4 ‘desire’, lun2dao4 ‘alternate’, 

da3suan4 ‘plan’, ji4hua4 ‘plan’, zhun3bei4 ‘prepare’, she4fa3 ‘try’, gao1xing4 

‘happy’, nu3li4 ‘hard-working’, pin1ming4 ‘struggle’, qi4tu2 ‘attempt’, xiang3 

‘want’, quan4 ‘persuade’, bi1 ‘force’, qiang2po4 ‘force’, bi1po4 ‘force’, po4shi3 

‘force’, jiao4 ‘order’, ming4ling4 ‘order’, yao1qiu2 ‘ask’, qing3 ‘request’ and 

dai4biao3 ‘represent’ all have two identities respectively, sharing the same phonetic 

form but different lexical entries. Therefore, as far as the formal classification is 

concerned, there exist only FC verbs and NC verbs, conforming to the essence of 

dichotomous logic, though it seems to be three types on the surface. In this thesis, 

for the convenience’s sake, we extract these verbs out as a new group, denominating 

it as DL verbs type throughout.  

For the most part, DL verbs subcategorize non-finite clauses as complement, 

containing no element under AUX and overt subject, as enumerated in (130)-(133): 

(130) 張三       打算    [去  台北]。 
      Zhang1san1 da3suan4 qu4 Tai2bei3 
     Zhangsan   plan     go  Taipei 
     ‘Zhangsan plans to go to Taipei.’ 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
10 I persuaded him to leave. 
   I persuaded him that he should leave. 
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(131) 張三       設法   [離開]。 
      Zhang1san1 she4fa3 li2kai1 
      Zhangsan   try     leave 
      ‘Zhangsan tries to leave.’ 
 
(132) 張三       企圖   [搶    銀行]。 
      Zhang1san1 qi4tu2  qiang3 yin2hang2 
      Zhangsan  attempt rob    bank 
      ‘Zhangsan attempts to rob the bank.’ 
 
(133) 張三       勸/ 逼/ 叫      李四 [去 台北]。 
      Zhang1san1 quan4/ bi1/ jiao4     Li3si4 qu4 Tai2bei3 
      Zhangsan   persuade/ force/ order Lisi  go Taipei 
      ‘Zhangsan persuaded/ forced/ ordered Lisi to go to Taipei.’ 

However, in some cases, DL verbs will subcategorize finite clauses as 

complement instead. Partly inheriting from Huang’s rationale, the criterion applied 

here is that as long as a modal or an overt subject is found in a clause, this clause 

must be a finite one, but not vice versa. In other words, the presence of modals or 

overt subjects can be viewed as a sufficient condition toward finiteness, and the 

finite counterparts of (130)-(133) are exhibited as (134)-(137):  

(134) 張三       打算    [要  去  台北]。 
      Zhang1san1 da3suan4 yao4 qu4 Tai2bei3 
     Zhangsan   plan     want go  Taipei 
     ‘Zhangsan plans to go to Taipei.’ 
 
(135) 張三       設法  [要   離開]。 
      Zhang1san1 she4fa3 yao4 li2kai1 
      Zhangsan   try     want leave 
      ‘Zhangsan tries to leave.’ 
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(136) 張三       企圖   下午     三點       [他 要  搶    銀行]。 
      Zhang1san1 qi4tu2  xia4wu3  san1dian3  ta1 yao4 qiang3 yin2hang2 
      Zhangsan  attempt afternoon three o’clock he  want rob   bank 
      ‘Zhangsan attempts to rob the bank at three o’clock this afternoon.’ 
 
(137) 張三       勸/ 逼/ 叫         李四  明天     [他 一定    要  去 
      Zhang1san1 quan4/ bi1/ jiao4  Li3si4 ming2tian1 ta1 yi2ding4 yao4 qu4  
      Zhangsan   persuade/ force/ order Lisi   tomorrow  he  must    want go 

台北]。 
 Tai2bei3 

      Taipei 
      ‘Zhangsan persuaded/ forced/ ordered Lisi that he must go to Taipei 

tomorrow.’ 

     Observing from the examples above, we are inclined to assert that whenever a 

semantically-coherent modal or an overt subject is found in a clause, that clause is a 

finite clause.  

4.2.3 Non-finite-complement (NC) Verbs 

     Verbs falling under this group can only subcategorize non-finite clauses as 

sentential complement, such as gan3yu2 ‘dare’, qing3 ‘invite’, shi3 ‘cause’, ling4 

‘make’, rang4 ‘let’, pai4 ‘send’, ting2zhi3 ‘stop’, xiang3yao4 ‘want’, ju4jue2 

‘refuse’, xi3huan1 ‘like’, tao3yan4 ‘hate’, rong2yi4 ‘easy’, nan2 ‘difficult’, xuan3 

‘choose, elect’, xuan3ze2 ‘select’ and jiao1 ‘teach’. Pairs of examples are listed 

below: 

(138)a. 張三       敢於   發表    自己 的 看法。 
       Zhang1san1 gan3yu2 fa1biao3 zi4ji3 de  kan4fa3 
       Zhangsan   dare    express  self  DE viewpoint 
       ‘Zhangsan dares to express his own viewpoints.’ 
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(138)b.*張三      敢於    公開     他  發表    自己 的 看法。 
       Zhang1san1 gan3yu2 gong1kai1 ta1 fa1biao3 zi4ji3 de  kan4fa3 
       Zhangsan   dare    in-public  he  express  self  DE viewpoint 
 
(139)a. 張三       令   李四  很  生氣。 
       Zhang1san1 ling4  Li3si4 hen3 sheng1qi4 
       Zhangsan   make Lisi   very angry 
       ‘Zhangsan made Lisi angry.’ 
 
(139)b.*張三      令   李四  下午    他 很   生氣。 
       Zhang1san1 ling4 Li3si4 xia4wu3  ta1 hen3 sheng1qi4 
       Zhangsan   make Lisi   afternoon he very angry 
 
(140)a. 張三      喜歡    喝  咖啡。 
       Zhang1san1 xi3huan1 he1  ka1fei1 
       Zhangsan   like     drink coffee 
       ‘Zhangsan likes to drink coffee.’ 
 
(140)b.*張三      喜歡    下午   他 喝 咖啡。 
       Zhang1san1 xi3huan1 xia4wu3  ta1 he1  ka1fei1 
      Zhangsan  like     afternoon he drink coffee 
 
(141)a. 張三      拒絕   去  台北。 
       Zhang1san1 ju4jue2 qu4 Tai2bei3 
       Zhangsan  refuse  go  Taipei 
       ‘Zhangsan refused to go to Taipei.‘ 
 
(141)b.*張三      拒絕   要  去  台北。 
       Zhang1san1 ju4jue2 yao4 qu4 Tai2bei3 
       Zhangsan  refuse  want go  Taipei 
 
(142)a. 大家    選    張三      為   領導人。 
       da4jia1  xuan3 Zhang1san1 wei2 ling3dao3ren2 
       everyone elect  Zhangsan   as   leader 
       ‘Everyone elects Zhangsan as leader.’ 
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(142)b.*大家    選    張三       要  為   領導人。 
       da4jia1  xuan3 Zhang1san1 yao4 wei2 ling3dao3ren2 
       everyone elect  Zhangsan   want as  leader 
 
(143)a. 張三      教   李四  彈  琴。 
       Zhang1san1 jiao1 Li3si4 tan2 qin2 
       Zhangsan  teach Lisi   play piano 
       ‘Zhangsan teaches Lisi to play the piano.’ 
 
(143)b.*張三      教   李四  會  彈  琴。 
       Zhang1san1 jiao1 Li3si4 hui4 tan2 qin2 
       Zhangsan  teach Lisi   will play piano 

As illustrated from the examples above, non-finite clauses subcategorized by the NC 

verbs can contain neither overt subject even if there exist proper adverbial phrases, 

as shown in (138)-(140), nor any modal, as exhibited in (141)-(143).  

     In this chapter, we identify the parallels between English and Taiwan 

Mandarin, re-classifying verbs into three types according to the sentential 

complements they can subcategorize for. In what follows, analyses based on the 

LFG-framework, involving these three kinds of verbs will be given, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


